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EXCEL Ergonomic Baskets

This all-inclusive top-of-the-line range of 
baskets is designed to maximise storage 
space in your kitchen pantries. Built to 
fit snugly into storage units of various 
sizes, these baskets come in different 
configurations for you, the discerning 
owner to choose from.

State of the Art

The Ergonomic Baskets incorporate 
the latest in engineering not only with 
functionality in mind, but durability. 
Regular baskets are usually prone to 

Dear Treasured Friend,

Do you want more space for your provisions and 
kitchenware without going through the hassle and 
expenses of installing more racks/shelves and baskets 
in your kitchen than necessary?

Do you want storage baskets that not only utilise 
available space but are long lasting toughies that can 
endure wear and tear?

Do you want the newest in soft-closing technology 
built into your baskets so you need not worry about 
damaging your drawers or causing a din when you 
occasionally slam them shut in a hurry?

If the first thing that comes to your mind is the word 
‘YES’, then we have the solution for your kitchen storage 
needs… the EXCEL Ergonomic Baskets.

Creating Useful Space 
From Limited Space

excelhw.com.sg
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Space Saving 
Kitchen Baskets 
With German 
Standard



corrosion especially in our humid weather 
or when you take them out for a rinse. 
With EXCEL double-layered chromed 
steel finish on each of its baskets, you 
can be sure any EXCEL basket you use 
will last longer, and look better even if 
you decide to clean it with detergent 
or accidentally scratched it. No more 
unsightly reddish brown blemishes!

Another advanced feature of the EXCEL 
Ergonomic Baskets* is their soft-closing 
mechanism. Outfitted with the IREX 
Silent Technology using smooth tracks 
and runners, these baskets retract gently 
no matter how hard you slam the drawer.

The Right Fit

With the EXCEL Ergonomic Baskets, 
you can now make full, constructive use 
of storage space you never knew existed. 
With an array of basket configurations at 
your disposal, you will definitely find an 
EXCEL Ergonomic Basket which can 
accommodate your pantry regardless of its 
size. Please read the following pages for 
our range of EXCEL Ergonomic Baskets. 
We are confident you can find what you are 
looking for EXCEL Quality Has A Name.

*Currently, the soft-close feature is only available in certain EXCEL Ergonomic Basket. They are marked with a “SOFT-
CLOSING” seal throughout the brochure.
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CORNER BASKETS
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DTC SJ Hinge that comes with an adjustable mounting 
plate can be used for soft-closing and silence function 
on the cabinet door.

CORNER BASKETS

Magic Pull Out System 2+2 Basket

DEPLOY THE MAGIC BASKET IN JUST 3 STEPS

EXCEL-DTC SJE022

D455 x W310 x H105 mm (2 Baskets)

D430 x W285 x H105 mm (2 Baskets)

Inner Carcase (min) : D520mm, W700mm, H700 - 900mm

Cabinet Door Width (min) : W400mm

Max Weight 5 kg / basket

Polished Chrome

$388.00 $10.00

GERMAN STANDARD

If you have a kitchen with an L-shaped layout, space will 
be at a premium and you will find yourself at a loss on 
how to store additional utensils, cutlery and foodstuff. 
Installing extra storage units may help but they will only 
make the kitchen more claustrophobic.

With our magic basket, however, your problems will be 
solved. Its innovative construct integrates two vertical 
mounts that can hold four wire mesh baskets. The unit 

is designed to slot neatly into your existing cabinet 
without any tampering to the doors or interior of the 
cabinet and it is available in configurations compatible 
with both left and right opening cabinets.

This product was awarded BEST CHOICE 2012 in the 
category of (Best Space Saving Basket System) from 
Home + Living Singapore.

excelhw.com.sg
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Swing Magic Trays

This product is supplied in steel chromed and melamine white tray. This system ideal for making use 
of those blind corner cabinets and it offers maximum use of corner space and makes the contents 
of the cabinet easy to see and reach with the pull out carousel with 2 shelves. Both shelves turn and 
slide independently out of the cabinet. More importantly, the shelf has a scratch-resistant surface 
that’s easy to clean. This unique motion puts all items to be retrieved right at your finger tips.

E018S-L (Left Opening) / E018S-R (Right Opening)

D400 x W810 x H500 mm

Inner Carcase (min) : D550mm, W900mm

Cabinet Door Width (min) : W550mm

Max Weight 20 kg / basket

Polished Chrome

$688.00

GERMAN STANDARD

LEFT OPENING RIGHT OPENING

excelhw.com.sg
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Like most of our basket products, this is no exception. 
It’s also made of strong and reliable steel material that 
sports a polished chrome finish. What makes it even 
more desirable is the fact that this product is perfect 
for corner cabinets and it comes with not one but two 
baskets! Each of these baskets can carry up to 20kg 
of load.

It’s dimensions aren’t unreasonable at all. At 710mm 
wide, 565 - 790mm (2 baskets) tall and 355mm deep, 
this turnable corner basket has an inner cabinet width 
and depth of 800mm and 450mm respectively.

EXCEL 180 Degree Turnable 
Corner Basket

Made of steel, this turnable corner basket has a polished chrome 
finish, making it a reliable and luxurious product to own. More 
importantly, each of the basket can hold up to 20kg of weight, 
which is one of the most vital factors for home owners as it’ll 
help to save space. This is best used for corner cabinets.

EXCEL 270 Degree Turnable Corner Basket

E010-180D-800

E010-270D-800

Ø745 x D385 x H565 mm (2 Baskets)

Inner Carcase (min) : D435mm, W800mm

Max Weight 10 kg / basket

Polished Chrome

Ø710 x D355 x H565 - 790 mm (2 Baskets)

Inner Carcase (min) : D450mm, W800mm

Max Weight 10 kg / basket

Polished Chrome

$188.00

$198.00

GERMAN STANDARD

GERMAN STANDARD
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EXCEL 360 Degree 
Turnable Corner Basket 
(4pcs Basket)

A dream wardrobe system, is form follows 
functions, follow fashion and vice versa. Is an 
open area for family and friends to enjoy, expect 
far more than just a wardrobe but large space in 
their daily use. EXCEL Lifestyle Pole System’s 
Ergonomical rotary Basket has a tremendous 
storage capacity that helps people to easily 
found and accessible to items they needs.

E010-360D-800

Ø600 x D300 x H1865 - 2105 mm

Inner Carcase (min) : D300mm, W800mm

Max Weight 20 kg / basket

Polished Chrome

$488.00

MEASUREMENT FOR CLOSET

GERMAN STANDARD
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TALL STORAGE UNITS
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EXCEL Soft-closing 
Tall Unit With 5 Baskets

If you prefer a simple basket system that can give 
you plenty of storage in the narrowest of space 
in your kitchen cabinet, this system is for you. 
Devised for cabinets around the average height 
of an adult, this system features an adjustable 
frame attached with five chromed steel baskets 
for storing your kitchen essential. It is equipped 
with full extensions runners so that you can open 
the cabinet drawer to its maximum limit with ease.

E005S-250

E005S-350

D475 x W240 x H1580 - 1760 mm

Inner Carcase (min) : D520mm, W270mm

Max Weight 50 kg

Polished Chrome

D475 x W340 x H1580 - 1760 mm

Inner Carcase (min) : D520mm, W370mm

Max Weight 50 kg

Polished Chrome

$618.00

$638.00
Upper track

Bottom track

excelhw.com.sg
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EXCEL Pantry Pull 
Out Unit, Soft-closing

This new excellence soft closing Pantry Pull-Out unit 
available in two sizes. Ideal for all types of kitchen 
cabinets in sizes 1580mm to 1760mm height, and 
300mm and 400mm carcase width. E015S series of 
pantry pull-out unit come with features that has 
adjustable frame and 5 pieces full griddle design 
baskets (chromed steel). It comes with soft closing 
technology runners too.

E015S-250

E015S-350

D470 x W240 x H1580 - 1760 mm

Inner Carcase (min) : D520mm, W270mm (±3mm)

Max Weight 75 kg

Polished Chrome

D470 x W340 x H1580 - 1760 mm

Inner Carcase (min) : D520mm, W370mm (±3mm)

Max Weight 75 kg

Polished Chrome

$988.00

$1,198.00
Upper track

Bottom track
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E025S-450x530 E025S-450x530

$688.00 $688.00

Height 
Adjustable

Height 
Adjustable
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EXCEL Tandem Pantry 
Unit Wire Basket

• Suitable for 16 - 20mm thickness of cabinets.

• Suitable for 1 or 2 door arrangements.

• Can be left or right door mounted.

• Every small wire basket easily removed without tools.

• Adjustable of distance between each basket is 
available.

• Employing an intelligent pull-out technology.

• Abundant storage space is even a feature exhibited 
by the door shelving!

FEATURES

E025S-450x530 (H1620mm - 1920mm)

BACK BASKET (INSIDE)
D330 x W345 x H100 mm

Inner Carcase (min) : D530mm, W450mm

Max Weight 10 kg per piece

Polished Chrome

DOOR BASKET (OUTSIDE)
D120 x W330 x H105 mm

Max Weight 5 kg per piece $688.00

EXCEL Tandem Pantry Unit Wire Basket offers 

completely new idea for goods storage: just opening 

the door at a glance. With an innovative engineering, 

the back shelf basket pull towards the user automatically 

as the door is opened.

Kitchen users can check all pantry contents at a glance 

and easily accessible. The baskets on the door is 

designed to make best use of the available space.

Fashionable high-end products, goods classification 

and orderly place, make full use of internal space and 

fully reflects humanity.

The unique interlocking design, with all baskets display, 

easy to store items, and to stabilise and secure the 

items on the shelf.

or

BEFORE

AFTER

excelhw.com.sg
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SOFT-CLOSING PULL-OUT WIRE BASKET
If you’re looking for a simple solution to your dish 
washing problems, look no further than these handy-
dandy wire baskets. They replace the traditional pull-
out drawers with wire mesh baskets that are perfect 
for storing your dishes. Being the first in the market 
ensures that this front-running technology will lead 
the industry in innovative storage ideas.

Because the baskets don’t use any wood or enclosed 
spaces, you’ll get perfect ventilation so you can air 
dry your dishes without any nasty leftover odours. 
These pull-out baskets are also equipped with IREX’s 
silent technology that ensures no sudden slamming 
when you close the drawers shut. Simply push the 
basket in on the smooth tracks and runners and 
watch as they silently snap shut.

These wire baskets can also be installed in your 
modular wardrobe systems.

excelhw.com.sg
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EXCEL Multipurpose Soft-closing Pull Out Wire Basket

E019S-300

E019S-400

D450 x W255 x H420 mm

Inner Carcase (min) : D470mm, W270mm

Cabinet Door Width (min) : W300mm

Max Weight 25 kg

Polished Chrome

D450 x W355 x H420 mm

Inner Carcase (min) : D470mm, W370mm

Cabinet Door Width (min) : W400mm

Max Weight 25 kg

Polished Chrome

$188.00

$198.00

GERMAN STANDARD

excelhw.com.sg
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EXCEL 3 Tier Pull Out Basket, Soft-close

E009-300 (Non Soft-closing)E009S-300

E009-400 (Non Soft-closing)E009S-400

D430 x W240 x H500 mm

Inner Carcase (min) : D500mm, W270mm

Cabinet Door Width (min) : W300mm

Max Weight 25 kg

Polished Chrome

D430 x W240 x H500 mm

Inner Carcase (min) : D500mm, W270mm

Cabinet Door Width (min) : W300mm

Max Weight 25 kg

Polished Chrome

D430 x W340 x H500 mm

Inner Carcase (min) : D500mm, W370mm

Cabinet Door Width (min) : W400mm

Max Weight 25 kg

Polished Chrome

D430 x W340 x H500 mm

Inner Carcase (min) : D500mm, W370mm

Cabinet Door Width (min) : W400mm

Max Weight 25 kg

Polished Chrome

$128.00$168.00

$148.00$188.00

GERMAN STANDARD

excelhw.com.sg
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EXCEL Soft-closing Pull Out Wire Basket
Max Weight 20 kg, Polished Chrome

E011S-400
D440 x W305 x H130 mm

Inner Carcase : W364mm (±4mm)

$100.00

E011S-600
D440 x W505 x H130 mm

Inner Carcase : W564mm (±4mm)

$115.00

E011S-900
D440 x W805 x H130 mm

Inner Carcase : W864mm (±4mm)

$130.00

E011S-450
D440 x W355 x H130 mm

Inner Carcase : W414mm (±4mm)

$105.00

E011S-700
D440 x W605 x H130 mm

Inner Carcase : W664mm (±4mm)

$120.00

E011S-500
D440 x W405 x H130 mm

Inner Carcase : W464mm (±4mm)

$110.00

E011S-800
D440 x W705 x H130 mm

Inner Carcase : W764mm (±4mm)

$125.00

The tradition pull-out case for drawers is usually made 
of wood, has little or no “breathing room” for your 
dishes within the enclosed space of your cabinet. This 
may result in unpleasant odours, especially if the dishes 
are not properly dried after washing. This is now a 
problem of the past with the new wire basket.

Another great feature of this new wire basket is its soft-
closing mechanism. Mounted on smooth tracks and 
runners, it is silently closes with as little as a nudge. And 
if you happen to forcefully push the drawer with haste, 
the end result is the same - a quiet farewell.

(Optional)

DRAWER COVER MOUNTING 
BRACKET

$15.00

E011S-BS-F-BK (Pair)

GERMAN STANDARD

excelhw.com.sg
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EXCEL Pull Out Wire Basket with Black Slides
Non Soft-Closing, Max Weight 20 kg, Polished Chrome

BS-400-N
D440 x W305 x H130 mm

Inner Carcase : W364mm (±4mm)

$58.00

BS-600-N
D440 x W505 x H130 mm

Inner Carcase : W564mm (±4mm)

$68.00

BS-450-N
D440 x W355 x H130 mm

Inner Carcase : W414mm (±4mm)

$60.00

BS-800-N
D440 x W705 x H130 mm

Inner Carcase : W764mm (±4mm)

$76.00

BS-500-N
D440 x W405 x H130 mm

Inner Carcase : W464mm (±4mm)

$66.00

BS-900-N
D440 x W805 x H130 mm

Inner Carcase : W864mm (±4mm)

$78.00

Sporting a nice and sleek chrome finish, this pull out wire basket is offered in a range of sizes. Ranging from 400mm 
to 900mm in length, this product is guaranteed to last you a lifetime. It also comes with black slides to enhance its 
looks. More importantly, it has an eye towards function, allowing the wire basket to slide in and out with ease.

(Optional)

DRAWER COVER MOUNTING 
BRACKET

$15.00

E011S-BS-F-BK (Pair)

GERMAN STANDARD

excelhw.com.sg
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EXCEL Soft-closing Pull Out Wire Basket
Max Weight 20 kg, Polished Chrome

This 2 tier multifunction drawer basket comes with a soft-stop function, which further enhances it’s already luxurious 
feature. For the fact that it helps to save a tremendous amount of space, this product is suitable for smaller cabinets. 
This slim pull out basket offers the highest quality storage solution for small spaces. This pull out wire storage unit is 
supplied in steel chromed finish and ideal for bottles, cans, sauces and other food items.

E038S

D425 x W95 x H480 mm

Inner Carcase : D450mm, W115mm (±5mm)

Max Weight 25 kg

Polished Chrome

$99.00

*Additional Rollers at the back of both left and right side to minimise 
sway when pulling out the basket.

GERMAN STANDARD

excelhw.com.sg
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GERMAN STANDARD

EXCEL 2 Tier Multifunction Drawer Basket
(Non Soft-Closing)

This high quality multifunction 2 tier basket is an excellent product to help you save space. Not only can it take heavy 
weights due to its steel material, it can also store long items, thanks to its generous length of 440mm. For the fact that 
it helps to save a tremendous amount of space, this product is suitable for smaller cabinets. This pull out wire storage 
unit is supplied in steel chromed finish and ideal for bottles, cans, sauces and other food items.

E008-N

D440 x W120 x H400 mm

Inner Carcase : D450mm, W170mm

Max Weight 25 kg

Polished Chrome

$68.00

*Side mounted runner and hinges gives you pull out easy.
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Words cannot begin to describe what a high quality product this is. Of course, there are many 
other products like this one but when it comes to reliability and quality, they don’t come close at 
all to EXCEL Hardware. Our EXCEL 2 tier stainless steel kitchen dish tray helps you to air dry 
your plates and utensils without forming unnecessary rusts. More importantly, it helps to keep 
the kitchen neat and tidy, which will in turn enhance the luxurious feel at home.

Alternatively, there is also a dish tray for table only that’s available here at EXCEL Hardware. Of 
course, all your need to do is to look out for the “EXCEL” logo to ensure what you’re getting 
is genuine.

*Please look for the EXCEL logo, to ensure that what you buy is genuine!

EXCEL Stainless 
Steel SUS304

EXCEL Aluminium 
Diecast Spring Plug

DISH TRAYS

excelhw.com.sg
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EXCEL SUS304 Stainless 
Steel Kitchen Dish Tray 
+ Aluminium Die Cast 
Connector

EXCEL SUS304 Stainless Steel 2 Layer Kitchen Dish Tray + 
2 Holder Sky Blue Plastic Fork & Spoon + Plate Holder

Aluminium 
Diecast 
Connector

E007-SUS304-600
D280 x W560 mm

Cabinet Width : 600mm

$88.00

E016-SUS304-600
D280 x W560 mm

Cabinet Width : 600mm

$108.00

E007-SUS304-800
D280 x W760 mm

Cabinet Width : 800mm

$118.00

E016-SUS304-800
D280 x W760 mm

Cabinet Width : 800mm

$118.00

E007-SUS304-900
D280 x W860 mm

Cabinet Width : 900mm

$138.00

E016-SUS304-900
D280 x W860 mm

Cabinet Width : 900mm

$128.00

Stretch distance for the 
spring connector is 24mm

A (For plate)

AB (For chopsticks & spoon)

B

GERMAN STANDARD

GERMAN STANDARD

Available in three different sizes, this product 
is something you’ll need to keep your kitchen 
sink area clean and tidy. It’s suitable for 
cabinets with a thickness of 16mm - 20mm 
and it’s best to have it installed inside a 
cabinet for a sleek finish. This is best paired 
with the Aluminium - Diecast Connector for 
E007 Dish Rack.

excelhw.com.sg
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EXCEL SUS304 Stainless Steel 
Kitchen Dish Tray On Table/Wall

E017-SUS304-600-T/W
SS201 + SS304

D270 x W600 x H400 mm

$228.00

E017-SUS304-600
SS201 + SS304 

D270 x W560 x H400 mm

$128.00

EXCEL Plastic Plate Holder

E1001
D510 x W(255 - 390) x H165 mm

Plate Size: 16.5 - 30.5 mm

$76.00

GERMAN STANDARD

GERMAN STANDARD

EXCEL SUS304 Stainless Steel 
Kitchen Dish Tray On Table

Adjustable

excelhw.com.sg
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Unico Three-Sided 
Stainless Steel Basket

E051S-SUS304-600
W554 x D455 x H140 mm

Stainless Steel 304 with 

Eletrolyzed

$238.00

E051S-SUS304-800
W754 x D455 x H140 mm

Stainless Steel 304 with 

Eletrolyzed

$268.00

E051S-SUS304-900
W854 x D455 x H140 mm

Stainless Steel 304 with 

Eletrolyzed

$288.00

Just one pull to reach whatever you need. 
This product range has an attractive 
design and makes your kitchen quiet  and 
smart. They are highly space-saving and 
functional. Unico  comes in different sizes 
to serve your needs better and allows you 
to organize different sorts of kitchen items 
smartly.  

The quiet and smooth user experience 
promotes clever storage and elegant 
life.  They are made of high quality grade 
SUS304 stainless steel which is guaranteed 
rust-proof and highly resistant to corrosion 
and scratching. Having a wonderful 
kitchen makes every dish a healthier and 
a delicious one.  

excelhw.com.sg
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Bene Three-Sided 
Stainless Steel Basket

E052S-SUS304-600
W554 x D455 x H140 mm

Stainless Steel 304 with 

Eletrolyzed

*Exclude Cutlery Tray

$238.00

E052S-SUS304-800
W754 x D455 x H140 mm

Stainless Steel 304 with 

Eletrolyzed

$268.00

E052S-SUS304-900
W854 x D455 x H140 mm

Stainless Steel 304 with 

Eletrolyzed

$288.00

This basket helps to neatly organise your  
cutlery in a more efficient and effective way.  
It is made of SUS304 stainless steel which 
is a healthier choice for your kitchen. The 
baskets are easy to install. With 3 different 
available sizes, it can almost fit in any of 
the cabinets you have. 

excelhw.com.sg
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E059S-SUS304-300

E059S-SUS304-400

W254 x D465 x H544 mm

Stainless Steel 304 with 

Eletrolyzed

W354 x D465 x H544 mm

Stainless Steel 304 with 

Eletrolyzed

$368.00

$388.00

excelhw.com.sg
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Premio Stainless Steel 
Mul Basket
Premio Stainless Steel Mul Basket is a pull-
out storage unit, where you can organize 
and conveniently locate your cooking 
essentials easily. This 2 tier multipurpose 
pull-out kitchenware basket comes with a 
soft-stop function, which further enhances 
it’s already luxuries feature. For the fact 
that it helps to save a tremendous amount 
of space, makes it suitable for smaller 
cabinets. Mul basket offers the highest 
quality storage solution for small spaces 
therefore, creating useful space from 
limited space. 

NEW
ARRIVAL



excelhw.com.sg
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BASKET UNDER THE SINK

EXCEL Sink Pull Out 
‘U’ Basket

A modern sink cupboard design allows for all 
cleaning utensils to be organized around the 
sink in wire baskets and allows for a neat and 
hazard-free space underneath the sink.

E013S-900

D440 x W865 x H130 mm

Inner Carcase : D500mm, W864mm

Max Weight 25 kg

Polished Chrome

$198.00

GERMAN STANDARD

excelhw.com.sg
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E014S

D450 x W280 x H360 mm

Inner Carcase : D500mm, W350mm

Max Weight 25 kg

Polished Chrome

$178.00

EXCEL Sink Hand Removable 
Pull Out Basket

This steel material removable pull out basket is a space saving 
product that also sports our very own signature soft-closing 
feature. Finished in polished chrome for a luxurious feel.

GERMAN STANDARD

excelhw.com.sg
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EXCEL Wine Bar Estante
Wine bottle and drinking glass storage

This line of specially designed wire mesh baskets is ideal if you are a wine connoisseur who wants to store your wine 
bottles the right way-horizontally to keep the cork full airtight and drinking glasses without taking up storage space 
in the kitchen. Made to be mounted on the ceiling, these baskets are not only space efficient, they keep our drinking 
glasses dry and odour free from a lofty position that is conducive for ventilation.

WINE BASKET SERIES 

E027-900

D300 x W900 x H375 mm

Polished Chrome

$178.00

E028-1

D340 x W99 x H63 mm

Polished Chrome

$34.00

W

D

D

W
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CUSTOMISED WIRE BASKETS 
AND ACCESSORIES

excelhw.com.sg
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E031

L350 x D200 x H400 mm

Polished Chrome

$112.00

Ingredient Organiser

E034

L350 x D160 x H340 mm

Polished Chrome

$100.00

Double Layer Rack

E032

L250 x D270 x H275 mm

Polished Chrome

$89.00

Corner Rack

E033

L250 x D150 x H400 mm

Polished Chrome

$107.00

Mulitpurpose Rack

E036S-1 E035S-1 E035

L77 x D50 x H45 mm

Polished Chrome

L77 x D45 mm

Polished Chrome

L340 x D30 x H50 mm

Polished Chrome

$6.00 $6.00 $14.00

Dual Hook

E037-600 E037-1000

L600 x Ø16 mm

Polished Chrome

L1000 x Ø16 mm

Polished Chrome

$56.00 $62.00

Hanging Tube Set (Comprising tube side cover & mounting bracket)

Single Hook Multiple Hanger

32
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Suitable for both the office and at home, this pair of 
waste bins add style wherever it’s placed. Adding to 
the fact that its 13 litres big and can be hidden in the 
drawer, you won’t have to worry about knocking over 
the bin when you’re rushing down the aisle of your 
office or when you’re cooking up a tasty meal at home. 

E0101-8L SS

EXCEL-WB-DB15

Capacity: 8 litres

Ø270 x H300 - 380 mm

Thickness: 0.3mm

Capacity: 15 litres

L330 x H279 x W254 mm

Material: Plastic

$58.00

$200.00

EXCEL SS201 Build-in Dustbin

EXCEL Soft Closing Cabinet Dustbin 15L

EXCEL - DTC WB13 x 2

EXCEL Waste Bin 2 x 13L

E0101-14L SS

Capacity: 14 litres

Ø290 x H350 - 430 mm

Thickness: 0.3mm

$98.00

D513 x W362 x H333 mm

Include Double Wall (Drawer Runner) $368.00

excelhw.com.sg
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What Everything Means To You

Throughout your tour of cutting edge space saving baskets for your kitchenware, you have seen the immense 
potential of the space-saving techniques in kitchen systems. Apart from these positives, EXCEL cutting edge space 
saving baskets’ increase comfort and more storage space in your kitchen. 

Another feature that differentiates ‘EXCEL’ Cutting edge space saving baskets is its soft-closing effect and smooth 
run system. Easily to install, what more can you ask for the ‘EXCEL’ cutting edge space saving baskets”? Don’t 

hesitate and take a trip down now to the EXCEL showroom for a look at the furniture of tomorrow. 

EXCEL. Quality Has A Name.

Join EXCEL on Facebook and get frequent updates on its latest products and services! Or 
visit EXCEL at excelhw.com.sg for its extensive product catalogue and lively, information 
interactive videos.

Like us now to get promo code to enjoy special offer on your next order. 

e x c e l h w. c o m . s g

E015S
E005S

E016-SUS304
E007-SUS304

E019S
E009S
E009

E011S
BS-000-N

E011S
BS-000-N

E011S
BS-000-N

E011S
BS-000-N

E038S E008-N E013S-900

E013S-900
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*All product images are for illustrative purposes only and may differ from the actual product.
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Australia | China | Fiji Islands | Indonesia | Korea | Madagascar | Malaysia | Maldives | Myanmar | Philippines | Thailand | Timor-Leste
2018 / 2019, Copyright by EXCEL Hardware Pte Ltd. All rights reserved. * Terms and conditions apply.

Do find out more please go to excelhw.com.sg. You may email us at 
sales@excelhw.com.sg or call us at (65) 6853 3113 for more enquiries.

EXCEL Hardware Pte. Ltd. (Head Office, North)
ELKY HPL Pte. Ltd. 
10 Admiralty Street #03-52/51/34 
Northlink Building, Singapore 757695
Tel: (65) 6853 3113 | Fax: (65) 6853 3003
Email: sales@excelhw.com.sg

EXCEL Hardware Pte. Ltd. (East Branch)
Blk 1085 Eunos Avenue 7A
#01-48 Singapore 409535
Tel: (65) 6745 3113 | Fax: (65) 6745 3112
Email: sales@excelhw.com.sg

Visit our showroom:
MAIN OFFICE / EAST BRANCH
Monday to Friday: 8.30am to 5.30pm
Saturday: 8.30am to 12.30pm

EXCEL Sales & Marketing (JB) Sdn. Bhd. 
(Johor Bahru Branch)
No. 2 Jalan Mutiara Emas 5/3 Taman Mount Austin
81100 Johor Bahru Johor Malaysia
Tel: (607) 354 9113 | Fax: (607) 353 9003
Email: salesjb@excelhw.com.my

Foshan YIXIAO Hardware Co., Ltd
No. 9 Guangda Industrial Zone Lvl 3
Leliu Town Shunde District Foshan City
Guangdong Province China

Note: 
The specifications and color illustration in this catalogue only show a general idea of possible combination. Actual dimension and other detail may also be possible. For 
more information, please contact us directly. Prices subject to changes without prior notice. Terms & Conditions apply.
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